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The microstructural properties of shape memory alloys are mainly influenced by phase
transformations between austenite and martensite. Compared to classical steel, not only
thermal but also mechanical loads can induce this complex microstructural evolution, see
for instance [1]. Compared to a homogenized description of the effect in our earlier works
[2] based on variational methods, we now want to show its highly resolved evolution within
a polycrystalline microstructure. Therefore, we combine the earlier presented variational
approach with the use of fast Fourier transforms (FFT) [3], which enables a localized
examination of the phase transformations in the different oriented grains.

The simulation of a highly resolved non-linear material behaviour comes along with a high
computational effort. Thus, we additionally apply a model order reduction technique to
reduce the computation time. The idea is to use only a reduced number of Fourier modes
for the calculations in Fourier space: the considered set of Fourier modes is adapted to
the underlying microstructure as presented in [4].

The presentation of the theoretical background as well as of the implemented algorithm
is followed by numerical results that underline the performance of our method.
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